Field-Assisted Contact Line Motion in Thin Films.
The balance of intermolecular and surface forces plays a critical role in the transport phenomena near the contact line region of an extended meniscus in several technologically important processes. Externally applied fields can alter the equilibrium and stability of the meniscus with concomitant effects on its shape and spreading characteristics and may even lead to an oscillation. This feature article provides a detailed account of the present and past efforts in exploring the behavior of curved thin liquid films subjected to mild thermal perturbations, heat input, and electrical and magnetic fields for pure as well as colloidal suspensions, including the effects of particle charge and polarity. The shape-dependent intermolecular force field has been evaluated in situ by a nonobtrusive optical technique utilizing the interference phenomena and subsequent image processing. The critical role of disjoining pressure is identified along with the determination of the Hamaker constant. The spatial and temporal variations of the capillary forces are evaluated for the advancing and receding menisci. The Maxwell-stress-induced enhanced spreading during electrowetting, at relatively low voltages, and that due to the application of a magnetic field are discussed with respect to their distinctly different characteristics and application potentials. The use of the augmented Young-Laplace equation elicited additional insights into the fundamental physics for flow in ultrathin liquid films.